
PCOL Maintenance Meditation Sample A 

The Planetary Cities of Light need to be reactivated on a monthly, preferably weekly, basis: 

1. Aim to have the same format for the beginning and ending of each meeting. 

2. Toning: have the group tone OM, or similar, three times. 

3. Do the Cosmic Egg exercise, strengthening one’s personal energy field. 

4. Invoke the guides, and Masters of the Sacred Triangle & Ascended Masters. 

5. Form a connection between your Planetary City of Light, Inner Earth and Inner 
Arcturus. 

6. Visualize the golden white light surrounding the City of Light pulsing, brighter and 
brighter, and then begin to shimmer the energy. Command the energy around the city 
to shimmer. 

7. Project the Planetary City of Light (its unified energy field), wrapped in a shimmering 
ball of golden white energy, to the fifth dimensional moon-planet of Alano, and the 
whole city will momentarily appear in the fifth dimension. Visualize the City of Light 
wrapped in a shimmering, pulsing golden white cocoon of energy resting upon the 
moon-planet of Alano. 

8. Now while on Alano release the lower vibrational imprints brought with the city from 
the third dimension. Say three times: “Release, release, release.” 

9. The Planetary City of Light will now receive the shimmering energy from their Star 
Sister City of Light. Visualize, that the entire infrastructure of the City of Light is 
being charged with fifth dimensional energy and light. Create an interactive field 
between all the Star Cities of Light throughout the galaxy; create new meridians 
connecting all of them. Project the Unified Field of your city back to the Earth. Intend 
perfect realignment. It is vibrating on a much higher frequency than before. Some of 
the people living here are able to receive this energy; some will reject it. Make a prayer
or visualize that the entire population of the city is able to receive this light. 

10. Visualize the interactive field between all the Planetary Cities of Light and the higher 
frequency traveling around the planet from city to city unblocking the new meridians 
and raising the Spiritual Light Quotient of the planet. 

11.  Always thank the Ascended Masters, Sacred Triangle Guides, Crystals etc for having 
shared their energies in this location. 



12. At the end of this meditation, return the PCOL and anchor it back in its place by 
aligning with the circle created by the buried, anchoring crystals. And everyone returns
with all their bodies, (spiritual, mental, emotional, physical) in perfect alignment. 

Optional Variations:
a) Example of some other places to take the aura of the city for 
cleansing: 

1. Arcturian Crystal Temple 

2. Starship Athena Personal Healing Chamber 

3. Starship Athena Planetary Healing Chamber 

4. Planetary City of Light Temple on Arcturus 

5. Stargate 

6. Galactic Sister City in 5D 

7. Pleiades, Andromeda 

b) Here are some more options to fulfill this step: 

   Use the etheric basket, similar to the activation procedure, and send it to the Crystal 
Lake on Arcturus for cleansing and raising of vibration through enriched higher light 
from the 5th dimension. 

   Shimmer the complete PCOL and all that it contains, and shimmer with it (in similar 
ways as shimmering oneself) 

   Use one or more Arcturian Etheric Crystals to infuse the PCOL with higher light and 
attributes of the 5th dimension 

   Use a combination of methods where possible. It is your choice each time.
For more information contact PCOL International Coordinator: 
rmaldopcol@gmail.com


